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LITTLE DEAD RIDING HOOD:
A ZOMBIE FAIRY TALE

Little Red Riding Hood checked the action of her 9mm and put it back
into the shoulder holster under her cloak. Things had certainly changed
since the “Big Bad” wolves started rising from the dead and giving all of
the Little Riding Hood sisters such a hard time.

If it weren’t for some quick thinking and a lucky shot, we would have
lost Little Green last week, she thought. Well, no more! Grandma is sick
and hungry. She needs us and no wolf is going to keep us from deliver-
ing our baskets. Little Red tucked the basket under her arm and walked
toward the door.

“Don’t forget your knife,” Red’s mother reminded her.

“I KNOW mom,” Little Red sighed and retrieved the knife from the
table. “Duh!”

Little Red stepped through the door. Her four sisters were already
standing in the yard. She took a long look at each of them and forced a
slight smile. The thought that some or all of her sisters might not return
was almost too much to bear and she fought the urge to return to the
safe confines of the house.

She stepped into the yard with all the confidence she could muster.
Little Red tried to find something positive to say. Well, since the wolves
decided that staying dead wasn’t an option, at least the denziens of the
woods had started to help us, she thought.  Even the Wicked Step-
mother had agreed to lend a hand. It was something...maybe.

“Is everyone ready?” Little Red asked the question as confidently as
she could. “I know that we have trained hard for this moment. I also
know that some of you may not return. I am sorry for that.” Red felt a
lump in her throat and tears start to well up in her eyes. She swallowed
hard and fought the urge to cry.

She continued: “Do not fight the fear. The fear is your friend and will
keep you on your toes. At the same time, do not let the fear control
you. Remember, Grandma is counting on us. She will have her cake
and wine and we will be the ones to bring it to her.”

The Little Riding Hoods smiled and nodded to each other. No words
were exchanged because none were needed. As the girls made their
way into the forest they knew their job was clear.

Aim for the head and get the baskets to grandma’s house!
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GAME CONTENTS:
1 Board - divided for 2, 3, 4 and 5 players
46 cards (40 events and 6 helpers)
75 tiles (starting marker, path and obstacles)
50 chits (47 bullet and 3 wolves)
1 fabric bag (combat bag)
5 player pawns (Little Red, Little Blue, Little Black, Little Green and
Little Yellow Riding Hoods)
25 Zombie Wolves
These Rules

GAME OBJECTIVE: Be the first Little Riding Hood to get to
Grandma’s House.

GAME SETUP:
1. PLACE THE BOARD in the middle of the table.
2. REMOVE THE HELPER CARDS and place to the side of the board.
3. SHUFFLE THE REMAINING CARDS and give each player 3.
4. SHUFFLE THE TILES FACE DOWN and place to the side after
removing the starting marker tile.
5. GIVE EACH PLAYER 3 BULLET CHITS and place the remainder to
the side.
6. GIVE EACH PLAYER A PAWN and place the pawn on one of the
starting spaces, youngest player choosing first.
7. Place the fabric bag, the wolf figures and the two wolf tokens to
the side (not in the bag).

GAME PLAY SEQUENCE:
1. Choose a helper and resolve it if appropriate.
2. Pre-movement combat (If there are any zombie wolves on your
square).
3. Movement.

GAME PLAY:
1. The youngest player goes first. This player takes the starting marker
tile.
2. The first player chooses a helper. If the helper has an immediate
benefit, it is resolved. Otherwise it is resolved when appropriate.
3. If there is a zombie wolf on the same path piece as a pawn, combat
is resolved. Combat begins with the starting player and proceeds to the
left around the board (See combat below).
4. Beginning with the starting player, each player may play one card to
move (see card play below). Any zombie wolves encountered must be
fought immediately before advancing any further (see combat below).
5. The helpers are returned to the side of the board and the starting
marker is given to the next player on the left.
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THE BOARD:
The board consists of a starting area with numbers that indicate start-
ing spots for the pawns. Next to the starting spots are the woods where
the wolves live. At the end opposite the starting spaces is Grandma’s
house. Once your pawn passes the edge of the woods (indicated by a
line) you arrive at grandma’s house and win the game. (For further
explanation see the illustration on the last page.)

HELPER CARDS:
These fairy tale characters will help you in the
game and sometimes do some nasty things to the
other players.
PRINCE: You may move one space and switch 2
tiles. You can do these actions in either order.
Wolves and bullets on the tiles that you switch are
moved with the tiles and placement must be legal
(see tile placement below). The tiles that are
switched must not contain pawns.
WICKED QUEEN: Move up to 2 zombie wolves.
Remove up to 2 zombie wolves from any tiles and
place them on any other legal tiles. They may be
placed on tiles with other players, but there may
only be one wolf per tile.
HUNTSMAN: Take 3 tiles from the tile pool and place them on the
board. All other players place 1 tile. In a 5 player game, all other players
will place 2 tiles. Starting with the player who selected the Huntsman,
place the tiles that have been drawn. The Huntsman places all three of
his tiles, and then going clockwise the other players place theirs. (See
TILES below).
FAIRY GODMOTHER: You may take one card, one bullet and place one
tile. All other players may take either a card, a bullet or place a tile. Tiles
are placed immediately, going clockwise.
THE YOUNGEST BROTHER: You may play an additional card this turn.
EVIL STEPMOTHER: You may draw 2 cards and make one other player
randomly discard a card from their hand.

CARDS:
— The cards have an effect as well as a movement
value printed on them. You can use the card for
EITHER the effect OR the movement.
— Each player may only play one card per turn
(unless a card or helper effect allows otherwise).
This is true whether you are using a card for the
effect or the movement value.
— Cards can be played at anytime during a turn,
even when another player is taking an action.
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— There are cards that counter cards played on a player. These do not
counter the helper cards and their effects unless specifically stated. The
only cards that can be played before a card effect takes place is a
counter card. Specifically, you cannot play a card if you have to discard
a card randomly or trade hands, etc. unless it is a card that specifically
cancels the one played on you.
— Once a card is played it is discarded.
— You draw a card when you place a path piece that does not have an
icon on it (either a wolf or bullet icon) or by card effect. That is the only
way you get cards.

TILES:
— All tiles are either path pieces or ob-
stacles and are played face up when drawn.
— Make sure that the tiles are touching
going from the bottom of the board (starting
line) towards grandma’s house. They will
shift a bit in play when tiles are moved, but
as long as they are touching the line to
grandma’s house, that is all that really
matters. (It takes 10 tiles to go from the
start line to the finish line.)
— The first tile past each start space must
be a path piece and must be placed at the
start line. No player may place an obstacle
in any first position.
— If, at any time, you draw an obstacle
piece and cannot legally play it, you may
discard it and draw again until you get a
path piece. All pieces discarded in this way
are returned to the tile pool.
— Any time a tile is drawn that can be
legally played, you must play it.
— All subsequent tiles may be placed off of
a tile anywhere on the board. It does not
have to be placed as part of your own path.
— Obstacles may be placed off of any tile
on the board, but there may only be one
obstacle tile attached to any one tile. Specifically, you can never have
two obstacles placed off of the same tile.
— When you place the tile, if there is a wolf or bullet token icon on it
place a wolf or bullet token on the tile as noted. If it is a path piece
without an icon, take a card when you place it.
— A path piece may contain both a bullet token and a zombie wolf.

Card Path

Bullet Path

Wolf Path

Obstacle
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MOVEMENT:
— During the movement phase, if you have not already played a card
from your hand, you may discard a card to use its movement value
Move the designated number of spaces. This number is found on the
bottom of the card.
— You can move all or part of the designated movement.
— You may move forward, sideways or backwards. You may not move
diagonally.
— Note that the tiles to the side might not be exactly touching a path
piece, but you can still move to it.
— If you encounter a zombie wolf, you must fight it before advancing. If
you fail to kill the zombie wolf, move back a tile. You may continue to
move after failing a combat draw if you have additional movement
remaining.
— You can move onto someone else’s path, but you may not end your
movement on the same path piece as another player. You may however
move through a path piece containing another player’s pawn though.
— When you land on a tile with a bullet and no wolf, immediately take
the bullet token. If there is a wolf present, immediately proceed to
combat.

COMBAT:
— When you share or land on a path piece with a
zombie wolf, combat ensues.
— Take the fabric bag and place one wolf token in it.
Now place as many bullet tokens as you wish into the
bag. Hold the top of the bag so that no pieces will
come out and shake. Draw one of the tokens without
looking at it until it is out of the bag. If it is a wolf
token, you move back a path piece. If you draw a
bullet token, remove the zombie wolf from your path
tile. All bullets are discarded whether you kill the
zombie wolf or not.
— If you have enough movement left after a failed
combat, you may move onto the path piece with the
zombie wolf and try an additional combat. You may
also choose to use an alternate path.
— If you do not have any bullets, you may not attempt
combat.
— If you are on a tile with wolf and have no bullets,
you must immediately move back one space.

Bullet
Token

Wolf
Token
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CARD EFFECTS in further detail:
Cake and Wine: Discard this card to double the number of bullet tokens
during this combat draw. If the combat is not successful and is retried,
the card effect does NOT continue.
Trail of Bread Crumbs: Play to draw a different path piece. This card is
played right after you draw a path piece. It may only be used on you
and not another player. Place the first path piece back with the other
tiles, face down.
Who’s Been Sitting On My Chair? - Trade hands with another player.
You may trade hands with any other player even if either player does
not have any cards.
Who In The Land Is Fairest Of All? - Play to make a player choose a
different helper. The original helper is returned and may be chosen by
another player.
My…What Big Hands You Have? - Target player moves back one path
piece. You get to choose onto which path piece the player is moved.
Off The Path - Discard to remove one end tile. This can be a path piece
or an obstacle.
Wolf!!! - Target player skips their next turn. That player takes no actions
on their next turn. This includes placing tiles with the Huntsman or
effects from the Fairy Godmother.
Once Upon A Time - Discard to redo a combat draw. All tokens in the
bag remain in the bag for the second draw. No additional tokens may
be added.
Picking Flowers - Discard this card to replace one path piece with
another one on the board. These must be unoccupied path pieces, but
they may contain a zombie wolf or bullet token.

END OF THE GAME: The first player to land on a path piece that
crosses the line out of the woods wins the game. (see illustration).

Game Concept and Design: Kerry Breitenstein
Additional Development: Jonathan and Todd Breitenstein
Art: Dave Aikins and Andy Bennett
Layout and Design: Todd Breitenstein

Special Thanks to Kiera Parsons
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Board Explanation:
— For a two player game use the uncolored starting spaces and lanes.
For three players add the blue spaces and lanes. Add the red for four
players and the yellow starting spaces and lanes for five players.
— The sample board above is for three players.
— The “X’s” mark spaces where it would be ILLEGAL to place an
obstacle tile. (There are more illegal spaces, these are just possibilities.)
— The “Y’s” Mark spaces where a path piece could legally be placed.
(There are more legal spaces, these are just possibilities.)
— If player “1” began his turn on the space marked with the “A,” the
“B’s” mark all of the spaces where he could land with a movement of
three. Notice that it is possible to use paths in other lanes. Also, keep in
mind that the player would have to defeat the wolf on the “B*” space
before being allowed to end his movement there.
— Finally, the first player to reach the space marked with the “F” in this
example would win the game. Of course, other paths could continue to
be constructed and used to win as well.

X

X

X

Y
YY

Y

A
B*

B

F
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